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Discrimination is the unjust or prejudicial treatment of different 

            categories of people, especially the grounds of race, age or sex. It also 

        means being favourable to some people rather than others.   As of right 

        now china are being slendered because of the   corona virus happening 

today. Donald trump called the virus Chinese virus because it all started 

from there. They say trump has no qualms about calling the corona virus 

“Chinese virus” that’s a dangerous attitude experts says. President 

   trump has taken dis       tinct measures concerning this disease. The last 

minutes edit was captured in photo taken by the washington post’s Jabin 

Botsford and marks the latest instance of trump deliberately calling the 

       novel virus a name that has being frowned upon by critics, who  says its 

         usage could lead to increase discrimination and racism towards Asian 

americans. Trump followers side with trump because most deadly disease 

come from china most says it’s because of their unhealthy food. 

 

      The word stereotype is an over generalize     d belief about a particular 

            category of people. It is an expectation that people might have about a 

       person or a particular group of people.     China beliefs are different from 

           others. People think that their beliefs are not the right way that is why 

they carry a lot of sickness and disease .The word today are against china 

way of eating. Trump says that the china are to blame and that they had 

              no right to say that the us are to blame. During his conference he kept 

      using the word Chinese virus and he said he wa   s calling things by their 

   real name so indirect  ly        he saying that the “Chinese virus” is china. 

Trump followers are also not happy because china said that it came from 

American soldiers when it was their country. 



 

Stigmatization is the action of describing or regarding someone or 

something as worthy of disgrace or great disapproval. In the respect of 

this case china is seen is a disgrace for this event. China foreign ministry 

says the US president should stop this despicable practice. The US 

president said to render assistance to the airline in china, but china says 

he should attend to his business first. President trump fires back at 

complains he’s stigmatizing china over coronavirus. He says he had to 

call it from where it came from it’s a very accurate term. 

 

The word ethnocentrism means evaluation of other cultures according to 

preconception originating in the standard and custom of one’s own 

culture. The first case coronavirus were recorded ion the Chinese city of 

wuhan in the late 19. However, a Chinese foreign ministry spokesman 

shared a conspiracy theory, alleging the US army has brought it to the 

region. The unfounded accusation led US secretary of state mike pompeo 

to demand china to stop spreading disinfomation as it tried to shift blame 

for the outbreak. The accusation of china concerning their food as the 

cause of this disease is false upon them. They say to them it is their 

culture and it is a normal thing and food for them, just because they are 

not like others it does not mean their way is wrong to them. They say it 

Is the right thing for them. 




